
Welcome to 
A-Level Photography 
WHY SHOULD I STUDY THIS COURSE?

This course will develop your knowledge and understanding of darkroom 
techniques, developing, enlarging, printing and image manipulation using 

digital software and silver based traditional wet photography. You will have the 
opportunity to work independently on location based photo shoots and in 

studio conditions. 
Photography teaches students to think creatively and engage with ideas in 

different ways. At A Level students work around topics they have chosen and 
can work in a range of digital or practical ways. If you have good 

photographic digital skills and enjoy working in practical and exciting ways 
then Photography A level would be great for you.



What does the course involve?

In Year 12 students study a ‘Techniques, Artists and Genres’ topic where they explore 
different photographic media and techniques while learning about photographers 

and photographic genres. This provides a basis for then to build upon when choosing 
their personal projects afterwards. Students chose their own topic title and develop 
ideas in response to photographers studied before producing final outcomes at the 

end. 

Students write a critical essay linked to their personal project and photographers they 
have chosen to study which counts towards their coursework grade.

Skills covered include film processing, enlarging and printing in the darkroom, hand 
colouring and toning prints and digital techniques such as using layers and 

background erase to enhance and manipulate your photographs. 



What can an A-Level in Photography 
lead to?

After an A level in this subject you could continue to a Degree or 
career in:
Advertising, Photojournalist, Press and PR photographer, Photography 
teacher, Events photographer, portrait photographer, wedding 
photographer, product photographer, Gallery curator, Web designer 
photographer, landscape photographer, art photographer.

Other courses that Photography can compliment include: Computer 
Science, Art, Design Technology, Media. 



Outside of the classroom
Extra Curricular activities offered in Photography include trips and visits to 
Photographic Galleries and special events. 
Students are invited to participate in The School’s Annual Prom 
photography service to gain work experience in the Events Field.  



Welcome to A-Level Textiles 
WHY SHOULD I STUDY THIS COURSE?

This course will develop your knowledge and understanding of textiles 
techniques. Textiles teaches students to think creatively and make 

connections between textiles artists studied and the topics they chose. 
At A Level students work around topics they have chosen and can work in 

a range of media. If you have good skills and enjoy working in practical 
and exciting ways then Textiles A level would be great for you. 



What does the course involve?

In year 12 students study a ‘Techniques, Artists and Genres’ topic where they 
explore different textile media and techniques while learning about artists 
and genres. This provides a basis for then to build upon when chosing their 
personal projects which they do afterwards. Students chose their own topic 
title and develop ideas in response to textiles artists studied before producing 
a final outcome at the end. 
Students write a critical essay linked to their personal project and artists they 
have chosen to study which counts towards their coursework grade.
Skills covered include garment making, pattern cutting,  embellishments such 
as applique and hand embroidery.



What can an A-Level in Textiles lead to?

After an A level in this subject you could continue to a Degree or 
career in:
Artist, fashion designer, advertising, teaching, interior designer, 
seamstress, gallery curator, stage and costume designer, jewellery 
maker, stylist, production designer, clothing and accessories designer. 

Other courses that Textiles can compliment include: Psychology, 
Media, English, Product design. 



Outside of the classroom

Extra Curricular activities offered in 
Textiles include Trips to visit Textiles 
exhibitions and Fashion events. 
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